Elevate your Microsoft Teams experience with the power of Generative AI

Transform your workflow with GPT Pro, embedded in Microsoft Teams. The ultimate enterprise Gen AI solution: Seamless adoption, plugin extendability, and data securely caged in your company’s own Microsoft Azure.

40% of enterprise applications will have embedded conversational AI by 2024

74% of organizations believe the benefits of gen AI outweigh the associated risks

49% of people have used generative AI, with over one-third using it daily

GPT Pro

Next level generative AI brought to Microsoft Teams

Integrated directly in Teams
Generative AI directly integrated in your Teams workflow, ensuring maximum productivity and uninterrupted workflow for employees.

Chat with Doc
Securely your own documents (PDF, Doc, PPT) and chat with your files collaboratively with our “Chat with Doc” feature.

Guidance from 0 to 1
No need to worry about getting lost in the first steps - we are here to make sure your enterprise adopt the solution seamlessly.

Prompt Management System
Designed for an optimal response quality, specify your GPT Pro’s tone & personality and set up prompt shortcuts with our multilingual welcome card.

50% of AI investments will be quantified and linked to specific KPI to measure return on investment by 2024

Measure your ROI with our admin dashboard
With us, get insights on your enterprise’s usage and adoption on our GPT Pro dashboard allowing you to measure your return of investment.

Real time metrics and data giving you insights on usage rate and usage trends.

Why us?

The only French startup in the Microsoft AI program
Announced by Satya Nadella (Microsoft CEO) during the Build conference
Expertise in conversational AI since 2017

Get your GPT Pro today!
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